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Adverse Childhood Experiences
Day 2: The Economics of ACEs

day 2 conference schedule
7:45 – 8:45

REGISTRATION

9:00 – 9:30

Welcome
Martha Dismont, Executive Director Family Centre
Opening Remarks by Premier the Hon., E. David Burt, JP, MP
Tiffany Paynter, Conference Host

9:30 – 9:45

Video Welcome
A Special Message from Dr. Bessel van der Kolk
	Author of the book “The Body Keeps the Score”
9:45 – 10:15

Presentation
Race and ACEs
Dr. Kenneth Hardy

10:15 – 10:25

BREAK

10:25 – 11:25

Morning Keynote
How do ACEs Affect Our Communities?
Mark Cloutier

11:25 – 12:10

Presentation
Turning ACEs Into Winning Hands
Charles Hunt

12:10 – 12:20

Information
The Lost Father
Margaret Giloth

12:20 – 1:10

Lunch – ACEs Check Up

1:10 – 1:20

Inter Agency Committee for Children and Families

1:20 – 2:00

Presentation
Preliminary Data on the Bermuda ACEs Study
Tara Hines, Bermuda Health Council

2:00 – 2:45

Activity
Appreciative Inquiry

2:45 – 3:00

BREAK

3:00 – 4:00

Afternoon Keynote
Turning ACEs Into Winning Hands: Turning Gold into Lead
Dr. Vincent Felitti
Co-Principal Investigator of Landmark U.S. ACE Study
(Via Webinar)

4:00 – 4:20
Activity
	Building Resiliency in Meditation
Shanell Vaughn
4:20 – 4:25

WRAP UP
Tiffany Paynter

4:25 – 4:30

CLOSING
Martha Dismont
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What are ACEs?

CONFERENCE INFO

ACEs are defined as potentially traumatic events
that can have negative and lasting effects on health
and well-being.
Purpose
The purpose of Day 2 is to help the community understand how ACEs impact a
person’s health, social, and economic well-being.
Day 2 is designed to provide the community with a balance of information and
experiences that invite each individual to connect their own vision for a better
community with the national ACEs movement.

Continuing Education
Professional Development Certificates will be given to all conference attendees.

Conference fees: $275 by June 5th
$300 after June 5th
5% discounts available for groups of 10 or more

Payment Methods
1. Pay online via credit or debit card at www.ptix.bm/aces
2. Pay in person at the Family Centre via check or cash.
3. To pay by Government Purchase Order, please submit all names of attendees on
registration form along with the Purchase Order number for cross reference. All
payments must be received no later than June 10th or your registration will not
be complete.
For special registrations send your completed registration form via email to
info@tfc.bm or stephanie@tfc.bm.
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CONFERENCE INFO

When and Where?
Date:

Friday, June 14, 2019

Time:

9:00 AM – 4:30 PM

Location: Hamilton Princess
76 Pitts Bay Road
Hamilton HM 08
Harbourview Ballroom
Tickets are available NOW on ptix.bm/aces
For more information visit www.tfc.bm

Thank you to our sponsors!
Thank you to our sponsors, U.S. Consulate General,
Butterfield Bank, Lindo’s Group of Companies, and the
Government of Bermuda – Ministry of National Security.
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MORNING KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Mark Cloutier, MPP, MPH
CEO, Caminar

Mark has dedicated his career to increasing access to quality health care and
leading cross sector health promotion activities for underserved and marginalized
communities to improve the overall health and well-being of individuals and families.
In his current role at Caminar, he has overall responsibility program development,
fundraising, financial and talent management, public policy, and strategy
development.
Caminar is a $42 million behavioral health care organization providing evidence
based, trauma informed mental health disorder and substance use disorder
treatment, case management, job placement and supportive housing. As CEO, Mark
leads an organization of close to 500 employees serving more than 20,000 people
annually in the San Francisco Bay Area and Northern California.

PRESENTERS

Mark has served as a Legislative Aide for a member of the House of Representatives
and was a practicing Bioethicist for health care organizations including Kaiser
Permanente. Prior to joining Caminar, Mark held leadership roles in major health
organizations and foundations, including the American Red Cross, the San Francisco
Foundation, the Center for Youth Wellness, Kaiser Family Foundation, and San
Francisco AIDS Foundation.
A longstanding San Francisco Bay Area resident, Mark is a graduate of Lewis and
Clark College and earned his Master of Public Policy and Master of Public Health
degrees at the University of California at Berkeley. He has authored a number of
articles on bioethics, health policy, health economics and most recently co-authored
“Prevent, Screen, Heal: Collective Action to Fight the Toxic Effects of Early Life
Adversity” appearing in the journal Academic Pediatrics.
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AFTERNOON KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Vincent J. Felitti, MD
Co-Principal Investigator of Landmark US ACE Study

PRESENTERS

A renowned physician and researcher, Dr. Vincent J. Felitti is one of the world’s foremost experts on childhood trauma. Leading the charge in research into how adverse
childhood experiences affect adults, he is co-principal investigator of the internationally recognized Adverse Childhood Experiences (ACE) Study, a long-term, in-depth,
analysis of over 17,000 adults. Defying conventional belief, this study famously
revealed a powerful relationship between our emotional experiences as children and
our physical and mental health as adults. In fact, the ACE study shows that humans
convert childhood traumatic emotional experiences into organic disease later in life.
Revolutionary at its inception, Felitti’s groundbreaking research remains extremely
relevant to today’s healthcare models.
Founder of the Department of Preventive Medicine for Kaiser Permanente, Felitti
served as the chief of preventive medicine for over 25 years. Under Dr. Felitti’s
leadership, his department provided comprehensive medical evaluations to 1.1
million individuals, becoming the largest single-site medical evaluation facility in
the western world. During this time, Felitti’s revolutionary health risk abatement
programs incorporated weight loss, smoking cessation, stress management, and a
wide range of cutting-edge efforts to reduce patient risk factors. Dr. Felitti is Clinical
Professor of Medicine at the University of California, and a Fellow of The American
College of Physicians. He is currently Senior Editor of The Permanente Journal
and on the International Editorial Board of the Swiss medical journal, Trauma und
Gewalt. Dr. Felitti has served on advisory committees of the Institute of Medicine,
the American Psychiatric Association, the Committee of the Secretary of Health and
Human Services for Healthy People 2020, and the Advisory Committee on Women’s
Services at SAMHSA. A noted expert on the genetic disease hemochromatosis,
as well as obesity, he educates audiences around the country on these two very
common, deadly maladies.
An engaging speaker, Felitti has traveled the world speaking with audiences and
various policy leaders about his research. A well versed medical expert, Felitti also
uses his knowledge to speak out against domestic violence and other forms of
childhood trauma. Drawing on his years of experience, he has become an important
voice advocating for the wellbeing of children everywhere. While time may not heal
all wounds, Felitti helps show audiences how we can understand these physical and
mental traumas, and ultimately, prevent them.
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Kenneth V. Hardy, Ph.D.
Eikenberg Institute for Relationships

Dr. Hardy is an internationally recognized clinician, author, and Trainer. He is also the
Director of the Eikenberg Institute for Relationships in New York City where he maintains
a private practice specializing in working with traumatized and oppressed populations.
Dr. Hardy is the former Director of the Center for Children, Families, and Trauma at the
Ackerman Institute in New York City, and formerly served on the faculty at Syracuse
University where he held numerous positions including Director of Clinical Training and
Research, as well as Chairperson of the Department of Child and Family Studies.

Presenters

He has won considerable acclaim for the contributions that his publications and
videotapes have made toward challenging our society to think critically about the hidden
but significant connections that often exist between trauma and issues of oppression. In
addition to his own writing, Dr. Hardy serves on the editorial boards of six publications
including the Journal of Marital and Family Therapy, the Journal of Family Psychotherapy,
the Journal of Divorce, the Journal of Couples Therapy, the Psychotherapy Networker,
and the Journal of Family Counseling. He is a frequent contributor to the popular print
media such as the USA Today, Jet Magazine, and Good Housekeeping. His work has been
highlighted in the electronic media as well and he has appeared on the Oprah Winfrey
Show, Dateline NBC, PBS, 20/20, and is the featured family therapist in the former
Discovery Health Channel program entitled Living Room Wars.
Dr. Hardy, along with a colleague, developed the training manual and curriculum that
has been used in New York City to train licensed clinicians in Trauma Based Family
Therapy. This program was funded by the September 11th Fund of New York and was
co-sponsored with the NYC Mental Health Association. Additionally, he has provided
training and consultation to an extensive list of Human Services agencies devoted to
providing Trauma-Based, culturally competent care to children, couples and families.
Some of his former clients include the Children’s Defense Fund, the Menninger Clinic,
the New York State Office of Mental Health, Harlem Hospital, the Washington D.C.
Superior Court, Four-Winds Psychiatric Hospital, Rockland Children’s Psychiatric Center,
Philadelphia Department of Human Services, Allegheny County Department of Human
Services, the South Carolina Department of Mental Health, and Family and Children’s
Services of Washington D.C., Nashville, Louisville, and Minneapolis.
Dr. Hardy, a fellow of the American Association for Marriage and Family Therapy,
(AAMFT), and a recipient of the International Association for Marriage and Family
Counselors (IAMFC) Distinguished Contribution to Marriage and Family Counseling
Award, has also received the Distinguished Contributions Award to Family Therapy
and Social Justice awarded by the American Family Therapy Academy (AFTA). He is
a frequent presenter at conferences on the topics of trauma and oppression. He is the
co-author of a book with Monica McGoldrick, Revisioning Family Therapy: Race, Class,
and Gender (Guilford),and is co-author of Teens Who Hurt: Clinical Interventions for
Breaking the Cycle of Violence (Guilford) and Minorities and Family Therapy
(Haworth Press).
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Bessel van der Kolk, MD
The Body Keeps the Score

Bessel van der Kolk is a Boston-based Dutch psychiatrist noted for his research in the
area of post-traumatic stress since the 1970s. His work focuses on the interaction of
attachment, neurobiology, and developmental aspects of trauma’s effects on people.
His major publication, the New York Times bestseller, The Body Keeps the Score, talks
about how the role of trauma in psychiatric illness has changed over the past 20 years,
what we have learned about the ways the brain is shaped by traumatic experiences, how
traumatic stress is a response of the entire organism, and how that knowledge needs to
be integrated into healing practices.

Tara Hines

Presenters

Bermuda Health Council

Tara Hines is the Project Associate for Data and Outcomes Research at the Bermuda
Health Council. Ms. Hines background includes a Bachelor’s of Science in Biology, with
minors in Microbiology, Chemistry, and Mathematics, as well as a certificate in Political
Science. She also has a Master’s of Science in Public Health, in International Health, in
the Global Disease Epidemiology and Control track, with a Vaccines Sciences certificate.
Professionally, Tara has worked as a mixed methods analyst at the Johns Hopkins
Berman Institute of Bioethics, Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health and with
the US Food and Drug Administration. In addition she has served as an adjunct professor
in the Nursing and Natural & Computational Sciences divisions of Gwynedd Mercy
University and most recently as the Executive Director to a regional emergency medical
service. Her research interests span the intersection of social determinants, health
economics, and community disease burden. Tara Hines is a co-principal investigator of
the Bermuda ACEs Study along with Dr. Stephanie Guthman.

Charles Hunt
The Audacity Firm

Charles Hunt is a Resilience Expert, Educator, and motivational speaker. Adept at
leveraging transparency to inspire and get results, this former HR and Supply Chain
leader left the corporate world and founded THE AUDACITY FIRM to fulfill his vision
of building unbreakable spirits and cultivating resiliency for those who, like him,
have The Audacity to Succeed. He helps students, young professionals, business and
thought leaders build resilience while harnessing our most important resource in resilience…our minds. Charles’ TEDx Talk “What Trauma Taught Me About Resilience”
has attracted international acclaim. Armed with undergraduate and graduate business degrees, and experience from the life-issued “School of Hard Knocks”, Charles
is uniquely gifted and equipped to inspire, motivate, teach, and explain how clients
can execute their own “From….To…” story.
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Shanell Vaughn
Shambhala

Shanell Vaughn (“Shanti Devi”) teaches a Sivananda-inspired style of Hatha Yoga. She
has a Masters Degree in Transpersonal Psychology and is interested in explorations of
consciousness. She practiced martial arts and meditation for over 25 years. Shanell
believes that yoga and meditation is for everyone. She is the founder of Shambhala, and
the Peace Within Prison Yoga Programme in Bermuda.

Margaret Giloth
President, PHENOMENAL PEOPLE…..Living, Loving & Learning

Presenters

With a keen focus on youth development and empowerment, Margaret formed the
D.R.E.A.M GIRLS CLUB mentoring program for young ladies between the ages of
9 through 17. The D.R.E.AM acronym represents some of the activities that the Club
offers such as Dancing, Reading, Expression, Art/Acting and Modelling. Relevant life
skills are transferred as participants practice the art of dreaming and fulfilling goals and
objectives. In September and October 2019, the D.R.E.A.M GIRLS CLUB will complete
two phenomenal goals: publish a book featuring their amazing girls and launch a short
film entitled: The Lost Father, starring youth participants and other local actors.
Over the course of a very exciting 11 years, Margaret has inspired young women to
claim their place at life’s banquet table; to state what types of careers they desire, and
to start them on the pathway to achievement at an early age. The Program proudly
offers college scholarships for committed participants.
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Tiffany Paynter
Conference Host

Bermudian Tiffany Paynter is a trained facilitator in methods designed to enable
meaningful community dialogue.
Tiffany has designed, taught, and led community engagement events with groups
ranging from 20 to 120 community members in important conversations around topics
such as workforce development, third sector collaboration, fundraising, drug control and
the power of the performing arts.

Kimberley Fisher
Graphic Recorder

Kimberley feels fortunate to have served as graphic recorder on the hosting teams for
the meaningful conferences organised by The Family Centre, Bermuda Hospitals Board,
OUTBermuda and Ecology Action.
She finds meaning in supporting others as they retrace steps to their own individual
and community resilience and views her training and expertise in Grow Biointensive
mini-farming, graphic recording, non-linear movement method and restorative practice
as different tools for this same exploration.

Presenters

She lives on a research and demonstration mini-farm in Mendocino, CA as Assistant
Garden Manager for Ecology Action, teaching the local and international community how
to better feed themselves while building and preserving the soil and conserving resources.

ACEs Conference 2019 Art of Hosting team:
Stephanie Guthman, Ph.D.
Kimberley Fisher
Tiffany Paynter
Pete Westmore
Lovette Lovell
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Gwendolyn de la Chevotiere Creary
Danielle Joseph
Bonnie Claggett
JoAnne Sedwick

